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We define the notion of a Fredholm vector field and prove a transversality 
result giving conditions under which a vertical family of such vector fields 
generically have nondegenerate zeros. Many geometric objects like minimal 
surfaces, geodesics, and harmonic maps arise as the zeros of a Fredholm 
vector field. 
Let M be a C2-Banach manifold and k: T2M ---t TM a smooth 
connector map [3]. In [6J the author defines a vector field X: M -+ TM 
to be Fredholm with respect to k if for each p E M the covariant 
derivative of X with respect to k VX( p), which is a linear map of TpM 
into itself, is Fredholm. The index of X is given by the formula 
index X = dim Ker VX( p) - dim Coker VX( p). 
If M is connected this does not depend onp. If M is not connected we 
shall require the index to be the same on all components of M. 
EXAMPLE. Let V be a C” finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold 
and let G’(P, Q), P, Q E V, be the manifold of Lkp (LkP is the Sobelev 
space of mappings) functor maps o of the unit interval I into v with 
o(l) = P, G( 1) = Q. Let E: f&P, Q) --t R the inergy functional be 
defined by 
w = t J’ II ~‘Wll2,W f-it* 
0 
The critical points of E are well known to be the geodesics joining P 
and Q parameterized by arc length. For any model space&p (k > 0), 
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there is a Fredholm vector field of index 0 fro: sZ(P, Q) -+ TJJ(P, Q) 
with respect to the connection K on In(P, Q), induced by the Rieman- 
nian connector on V. The zeros of PO are the critical points of E. 
This gradient-like vector field is defined at u E sZ(P, Q) by the second 
order linear elliptic equation 
Dy(u)/aP = Dal/at (1) 
8(4(O) = 0, P(N) = 0, w h ere D/at denotes covariant (with respect 
to the Riemannian connection on I’) differentiation along u. 
,R can also be obtained as a “gradient” to an almost Riemannian 
structure on sZ(P, Q). For details see [7]. 
DEFINITION 1. A vector field X: M I+ TM is said to be Z- 
Fredholm of index n if whenever p E M is a zero of X then the FrechCt 
derivative of X at p, X*(p) : T,M 3 is Fredholm of index n. 
Since the covariant derivative and the FrechCt derivative agree at 
a zero, it follows that a Fredholm vector field is Z-Fredholm of the 
same index. It is the author’s contention that most vector fields that 
arise naturally in nonlinear problems in analysis are in fact Fredholm 
with respect to some connection. 
Let 0! be a Hilbert manifold, 4 --t= G?! a C2 Banach fibre bundle 
over a (the fibre =,Ma = r-l(u) is a C2-Banach manifold). Let 
X: &? -+ T&l be a Cl vector field with the property that 
XI.d,=X, (2) 
is a Z-Fredholm vector field over ..N, , (X,: Aa -+ T&J. For each 
zero m E JZa of X the FrechCt derivative X,(m) maps TmA’ into itself. 
It follows from Property (2) that X,(m) E T,+Ha. We shall say that 
such an X represents a vertical family of Z-Fredholm vector fields 
-zJa.a - 
DEFINITION 2. We say that X is vertically transverse to the’ zero 
section of T&Y if X,(m): TmA? -+ TmJZa is surjective for each zero m 
of X. In this case we write X&fZ’(TA). Geometrically this means 
that X(&Y) is transverse to the zero section of the vertical subbundle 
of Tdi?. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Jzr be a smooth Banach manifold with X: 
JV + TM a smooth Cl vector field. A zero n E x is a nondegenerate 
if the FrechCt derivative X,(n): T,N 3 is an isomorphism. At a zero 
this FrechCt derivative agrees with the covariant derivative. 
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We now have the following transversality theorem. The basic idea 
of such transversality is due to Abraham [l], Thorn, and others. The 
theorem below is related to one announced by Uhlenbeck [8]. 
THEOREM A. Suppose X: J&? --+ TM represents a vertical family, 
as above, of Z-Fredholm vector fields of index zero with ~4 second 
countable. If X&B( TA?), then f or a residual (Baire) subset of a E a, 
X,: J&Y, ---f TAY~ has only nondegenerate zeros. 
As a variant to Theorem A we shall state a result which drops the 
assumption of second countability, but assumes instead the existence 
of a Finsler on the fibers of &‘. This version is useful when using the 
Holder spaces Ck+ as model spaces since these spaces are not separable 
and consequently any manifold modeled on them is not second 
countable [2]. 
DEFINITION 4. Let X: 7 -+ Tq be a smooth vector field on a 
Finsler manifold q. X is proper if whenever 11 X(pi)li -+ 0 then pi has 
a convergent subsequence. This implies that the zeros of X are com- 
pact in 7. 
Suppose X: J&? -+ TM is a vertical family of vector fields. For each 
a0 E GZ there is a neighborhood @ of a, and a local trivialization T of 
7r: & 3 GZ over @, 7: n-l(@) Z $Y x Aa0 . Locally X j7r-‘(%) can 
be written as X(u, v) = ((u, v), 0, X&u, v)), where Xa(u, v) E Tv.A!,~ . 
Suppose each JY~ has a Finsler 11 Ila : TAG!, --+ R varying continuously 
in a. We say that X is a proper vertical family if for each a,, there is 
a neighborhood @ with rr trivial over % and such that whenever 
II X2(%& 3 %)ll -+ 0 with u, + u then (vn} has a convergent sub- 
sequence. Equivalently, X is proper if whenever 11 X(p,)j ---t 0 and 
n(pJ converges then pi has a convergent subsequence. 
THEOREM B. Suppose X: A -+ T.4’ is a vertical family of Z- 
Fredholm vector fields of index xero with Xr+&?Z(TA). If X is proper 
then for an open dense subset of a E GY, X, has only nondegenerate xeros. 
We shall postpone a proof of these theorems for a moment. First, 
as an application of Theorem A, we sketch a new proof of the classical 
result of Marston Morse. namely that for fixed P the vector field 
B: W’, Q) - TW’, Q) h as nondegenerate zeros for almost all Q E V. 
Let V and 52(P, Q) be as before. Let 52 5 V be the C” fiber bundle 
over V with r-‘(Q) = G(P, Q) and let Bo: J&P, Q) + TLI(P, Q) be 
the vector field defined by Equation (1). Let /I: 52 -+ TSZ be defined 
by j3 j sZ(P, Q) = /3o . T&‘(P, Q), the tangent space to sZ(P, Q) at u, 
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can be thought of as the vector fields of V along u which vanish at P 
and Q. Let u be a zero of /?. TJ2 can be identified with the vector fields 
elong 0 which vanish only at P. Let h be a vector over u and j*(o): 
TJ2 + TJ2(P, Q) the FrechCt derivative of /I at CT. Then it is not hard 
to show that /3*(u)[h] satisfies the linear equation 
where R is the Riemann curvature tensor of the given Riemannian 
structure on I’. A + /3*(u)[X] will be onto T,,sZ(P, Q) {the Lkf’ vector 
fields along u vanishing at P and Q} iff X --t (D”/&“) p.+(u)[h] is onto 
the LEz vector fields along u. So we must show that 
is onto. We do this by showing its “adjoint” is injective. Let k > 3, 
and let < , )V denote the L, inner product structure on T$(P, Q) 
induced from the Riemannian structure on V, i.e., (X, h), = 
Ji (A(t), h(t)),(,) dt. Since T clearly has closed range (this follows from 
the standard theory of elliptic operators), T will be onto iff (TX, /z)~ = 
0 for all h implies h = 0. By integration by parts one obtains 
(Th, h), = (g + R (;, h) ; 3 x>, + (p (*)y h(l))etl, 
- (Wh g (lQ(*) ’
If this equals zero for all X, one gets by standard arguments that 
g (1) = 0, h(1) = 0 
and 
$+R(f’$h)$=O. (4) 
But an h satisfying (3) and (4) must necessarily be unique and hence h 
is identically zero. If k < 3 some additional argumentation is neces- 
sary. Therefore 8: J2 -+ Tfz satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A. 
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Thus we may conclude that for almost all Q E V, /3 (and hence E) 
has only nondegenerate zeros (critical points). 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorems A and B starting with a 
statement of the Smale-Sard Theorem followed by a sequence of 
lemmas. 
THEOREM (SMALE-SARD). Let M be a second countable manifold and 
f: M --f V a Cq Fredholm with q > max(index f, 0). Then the regular 
values off form a residual subset of V. If f is proper (the inverse image 
of a compact set is compact) the regular values are open and dense. 
For a proof see [5]. 
LEMMA 1. Let E, F and G be Banach spaces with L: F -+ G a linear 
Fredholm map (i.e., dim Ker L + dim Coker L < OZ} with the index 
of L defined by ind L = dim Ker L - dim Coker L. Let A E ,LP(E, G) 
have the property that Ker A splits. DeJine W = {(k, h) E: E x 
F ILh + AK = 0} and define +.+: W -+ E by ii,(k, h) = k. Suppose 
that L+A:ExF-+G, given by (L+A)(k,h)=Lh+Ak, is 
surjective. Then ii, is linear Fredholm of index equal to the index of L. 
Moreover r?.+ is surjective #L is surjective. 
Proof. Note that Ker 7i, = ((0, h) 1 Lh = 0) which is clearly 
isomorphic to Ker L. Thus dim Ker 7~* = dim Ker L. But the range 
of+* = {k 1 3h with Lh + AR = 0} = A-l (range L). By assumption 
range L + range A = G. Therefore if dim(G/range L) = n there 
exists a subspace G, C G of dimension n with G, @ range L = G. 
Since the kernel of A splits E = E,, @ Ker A. Let A, = A / E,, . 
Then E,, = A;l (range L) @ A$(G,). From the fact that L + A, is 
surjective it follows that for g E G, there is an h E F and a k E A$(G,) 
with g = Lh + A,k which implies that Lh = 0 and A,k = g. Thus 
G, C range A,, = range A and consequently dim A;l(G,) = n. 
So dim(E/range ii*) = dim(E/A-l(range L)) = dim A$(G,) = n, 
which means that the dimension of the cokernel of ii, is equal to the 
dimension of the cokernel of L. But we already know that dim Ker 7i, = 
dim Ker L. Thus +, is linear Fredholm of index equal to the index ofL. 
We now show that 73, is onto iff L is onto. ii, onto implies that for 
all k there exists an h with Lh + Ak = 0. Let w E G be arbitrary. 
From the surjectivity of L + A there is a (k, , h,) E E x F with 
Lh, + AR, = w, and given k, there is an h, with Lh, + AK, = 0. 
Thus L(h, - h,) = w and L is onto. 
Now L onto implies that for all k there is an h with Lh + AK = 0, 
which means that ii, is onto. 
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The proof of the following lemma follows from standard differential 
calculus arguments. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose X&S(T&). Set W = (m E M ) X(m) = O}. 
Then W is a submanifold of 4. 
LEMMA 3. Let W be as in Lemma 2. Define 6: W -+ GI! by the 
restricting n: &? +- 0l to W”. Then if X represents a vertical family of 
Z-Fredholm vector Jields with Xd&‘( T&) the map ii: W + 6Y is a 
non-linear Fredholm map (again see [5]) of index equal to the index of X, , 
a E G!?. If X is proper the map 7~ is proper. Finally if X represents a 
vertical family of index 0 vector fields then a is a regular value of ii iff 
X, has only nondegenerate zeros. 
Proof. Let a, E G!!, m,, E W with +(m,) = a,, . Choose an open 
coordinate patch a,-, about a,, (we shall identify %,, with an open 
neighborhood of the origin of some Hilbert space H) so that rr is 
trivial over a, , n-l(9Y0) M 4Y0 X Aa0 . In this coordinate representa- 
tion m, = (a0 , PO). Pick an open coordinate patch V,, (V, open in some 
Banach space G, the model space of J%‘~,) about p, . We can represent 
the principle part of X in the coordinate neighborhood a0 x V, as 
a map 8: @,, x V,, + G. If m, E w then X(m,) = X(a,, , p,) = 0. 
The tangent space to YY at m, can be identified with {(K, h) E H x G 1 
X.+(m,)(k, h) = 01. Let in and io denote the canonical inclusion maps 
of H and G into H x G; i.e., ia = (x, 0), io( y) = (0, y). 
Let L = R,(m,,) 0 io and A = a.+(~,,) 0 iH . Thus X*(m,) = 
L + A. In the patch V,, , the vector field XaO: @a0 -+ TJ%‘~~ has a 
principal part XaO . It follows that the derivative X,,,(p,,) = L which 
is therefore Fredholm. 
In the coordinate chart 9%,, x V, , the FrechCt derivative of ii at 
m, , *Am,) = f* , is given by ii,(K, h) = k. The fact that 75 is 
Fredholm of index equal to the index of X0, follows immediately from 
Lemma 1 and the definition of nonlinear Fredholm map. 
To show that ii is proper if X is proper suppose that 6(m,) = 
a, -+ a. The properness assumption on X implies that there is a sub- 
sequence of {p,] which converges. Thus 7i is proper. 
Now assume that X represents a vertical family of index 0 vector 
fields. Again it follows from Lemma I that ii, is onto iff L is onto and 
since L is Fredholm of index zero, this implies that L is an isomorphism. 
Looking at all points m, in the inverse image of 7i we conclude that a, 
is a regular value of fi iff X, has nondegenerate zeros. 
The proofs of Theorems A and B are now immediate consequences 
of Lemma 3 and the Smale-Sard Theorem applied to ii: YY -+ GY. 
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